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TRES LECHES CAKE 

OVERVIEW 
 

 

What is a white paper? 

A white paper is an informational, influential, well-structured document, usually 
published by an organization, to provide in-depth information about a specific 
solution. 

VeChain VET White Paper - CryptoGurukul. https://cryptogurukul.com/vechain-
vet-white-paper/ 

A white paper provides a good insight into the challenges for a specific problem 
and a proposed solution for the same. 

The purpose of this Whitepaper is to discuss the creation of Tres Leches Cake. 
The history of the Tres Leches Cake is a fascinating and rich one. We will discuss 
it more later on in this paper. The idea behind this paper is to create a version of 
this delicious dessert in the cryptocurrency world as a meme token. 

However, like many memes, we want to give an excellent purpose and bring 
utility to the token. Our main goal will be to use the token as a channel to get a 
potential scholarship for college students. The idea will be to create a scholarship 
wallet where we will drop 5% of the total supply and use that to select a winner 
each semester to award the scholarship.  We know how hard it is for people to 
accomplish their goals and how the world makes it harder to attend a good 
education. So, this will be a way for us to give back to the community in an 
extraordinary way. 

Token Contract - 0x3e83C58B1C01C4F8c1ab1c9f4df969601e2e7EE6 

https://cryptogurukul.com/vechain-vet-white-paper/
https://cryptogurukul.com/vechain-vet-white-paper/
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

CORE VALUES 

COMMUNITY  

The community will drive Tres Leches Cake, and it is all about the 
community's influence. Of course, please invite others to have 
some dessert after the fantastic dinner our members have. We will 
engage with the community via our social media, telegram, 
discord, Instagram, and others. More importantly, we will be 
looking for those ambassadors to drive the community up. 

 

TRUST 

Most coins talk about trust but are all about making sure the money 
is safe. With our Tres Leches Cake, trust is a crucial ingredient. Just 
like the different types of milk are needed to build the cake, trust 
will be essential. We will provide evidence of transactions and their 
purpose; we have outlined in this Whitepaper each wallet and their 
goal. We will perform audits as necessary, and our LP will be locked 
and burned, so we don't have access to it once created. We will 
build our code to be rug pull-proof and ensure no whale is allowed 
to dump on us. Again, it is all about making the trust via 
transparency, as many others have done before us. In the end, it is 
all about the community. The community can drive the token to 
the seats of all investors so they can enjoy a nice piece of Tres Leches 
Cake.  

 

DURABILITY 

Tres Leches Cake is here to stay. It needs to be baked daily like a 
fresh dessert, and you do not want it to become stale and lose its 
taste. For that reason, constant engagement will be needed by its 
members, its leaders, and of course, the fantastic bakers that will be 
making things happening for the holders.  
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

TOKENOMICS OF A DESERT 

WHAT IS TOKENOMICS? 

Tokenomics is the study of how cryptocurrencies work within the broader 
ecosystem. This includes such things as token distribution as well as how they 
can be used to incentivize positive behavior in the network. 

What Is Tokenomics ? | The Beginner's Guide - Decrypt. 
https://decrypt.co/resources/tokenomics 

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of utilizing  solidity-
based smart contracts with much greater speed and efficiency  than other 
competing chains. With decentralized exchanges on BSC  offering lightning-
fast swaps and meager fees, BSC has started to  become one of the most 
widely used blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). BSC uses a token 
protocol developed by the Binance Team called BEP-20.  

$3LechesCake is a BEP 20 Token based on Binance Smart Chain Network. We 
will mint a total of 1 trillion tokens, with 51% of the tokens been in circulation, 
and the other 49% will be distributed as follow. 

• Tres Leches Cake Team will add 200B for the Project, and this will be 
divided into the following areas. 

• 50B for Marketing. 

• 50B for Operations. 

• 50B for Development. 

• 50B for the Scholarship Wallet. 

• 290B of the remaining will be burned monthly. 

• 30B burned the first month of the token. 

• 30B will be burned every until we ran out of tokens to burn. 

  

 

 

 

 

https://decrypt.co/resources/tokenomics
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

The ability to automatically give back to the holders is a fantastic idea; however, 
we want to motivate our holders to donate some of those earnings to the 
scholarship wallet when they can. This will create a more significant impact on 
the community and, of course, will benefit the holders in the long run. 

• 5% Cake Rewards back to all holders. This will be distributed automatically 
to all holders, including the scholarship wallet. 

• Note* We may exclude the wallet later based on feedback and votes from 
the community. 

• 2% to the Liquidity pool, this is important to create a very stable coin and 
ecosystem. Locked 

• 2% Tax per transaction will also be created to the scholarship wallet. 

• 2% for Marketing 

• 1% for Development 

Total Tax is 12% based on the following tokenomics. 

Once Final Burn occurred, we will vote as a community to see if we renounce the 
ownership of the Contract, and the token will be 100% a community token. 
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

VOTING SYSTEM 
We will create a method to vote for each change or to select the Winner for the 
scholarship. 

Only holders will be able to vote; we will only allow holders to have the ability to 
vote. 

We will hold meetings to vote on the following items as the months continue. 

• Contract Updates. 

• Scholarship Process and Nominations. 

• Monthly Burns. 

• Listing on Exchanges or Blockchains. 

 

HISTORY OF TRES LECHES CAKE 
The cake is trendy in many parts of Central America and Mexico. The origins of 
the tres leches are disputed.  The Nestlé Company also claims to have helped 
the tres leches recipe evolve during World War II. The idea for creating a cake 
soaked in a liquid is probably of European origin, as similar cakes, such as rum 
cake from Puerto Rico and tiramisu from Italy, use this method. 

Latin Dessert: History of Tres Leches & Recipe | Multi ....  

https://multiculturalcookingnetwork.wordpress.com/2010/08/23/latin-dessert-
history-of-tres-leches/ 

A Tres leches cake, or Pastel Tres leches (Spanish, “Three milk cake”), or Pan Tres 
Leches (Spanish, “Three milk bread”), is a sponge cake—in some recipes, a butter 
cake—soaked in three kinds of milk: evaporated milk, condensed milk, and heavy 
cream. When butter is not used, the tres leches is a very light cake, with many air 
bubbles. This distinct texture is why it does not have a watery consistency, 
despite being soaked in a mixture of three types of milk.-Wikipedia 

  

https://multiculturalcookingnetwork.wordpress.com/2010/08/23/latin-dessert-history-of-tres-leches/
https://multiculturalcookingnetwork.wordpress.com/2010/08/23/latin-dessert-history-of-tres-leches/
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

ROADMAP 
Our roadmap to France the take Tres Leches Cake to the world and prepare the 
rockets to take this to the space station. Who does not want to try an excellent 
Tres Leches Cake? I haven't found anyone that doesn't like it so far. I know of a 
person that does not like it. However, let us think that it can be an Alien at this 
point.  

 

First 
Quarter

• CoinGeko Listing.
• CoinMarketCap listing.
• Audit.
• 5000 Telegram Users.
• 500k Market Cap.
• Marketing Event.

Second 
Quarter

• 10,000 Telegram Users.
• 1 M Market Cap.
• Scholarship Event.
• Contract Voting.
• Marketing Event.

Third 
Quarter

• 20,000 Telegram Users
• 1.5M Market Cap
• Marketing Event.

Fourth 
Quarter

• 30,000 Telegram Users
• 2M Market Cap
• Scholarship Event
• Contract Voting.
• Marketing Event.
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

COMMUNITIES 
Building a community is essential to any project. We want to create the best 
environment for all. 

We will look for Community Leaders that can help us build the following vital 
communities. 

• English 
• Spanish 
• Portuguese 

 

If you are interested in being a community leader, please 
reach out to the Chef to get your kitchen set up. 

 

WALLET 
Every coin needs a wallet. Building an Android wallet is something we have in 
mind. However, we feel that Trust Wallet gives us the best options and stability 
to transfer coins between each holder. We will keep using Trust Wallet until the 
community vote and decide on next steps for the token. 

 

NFT 
What Is a Non-Fungible Token (NFT)? 

Non-fungible tokens or NFTs are cryptographic assets on blockchain with unique 
identification codes and metadata that distinguish them from each other. Unlike 
cryptocurrencies, they cannot be traded or exchanged at equivalency. This 
differs from fungible tokens like cryptocurrencies, which are identical to each 
other and, therefore, can be used as a medium for commercial transactions. 

Non-Fungible Token Definition: Understanding NFTs. 
https://www.investopedia.com/non-fungible-tokens-nft-5115211  

The goal will be to create a version of the Tres Leches Cake from each country 
into an NFT, so if you are passionate about this, let us know, and we can start to 
launch International Tasty NFTs for all. 

 

https://www.investopedia.com/non-fungible-tokens-nft-5115211
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

CONTRACT OVERVIEW 
 

 

The BEP20 Contract has been completed in the Binance Smart Chain, and the 
Launch of the token was TBD. 

 

TOKEN INITIAL WALLETS 
The Dev Wallets address is available in the Whitepaper for total transparency 
with the community. 

Wallet Purpose Wallet Address 

Operations 0xf4c8D34BF1dc879eAF0267f038E838898E914D9f 

Marketing 0x98747deC8e00156e91E303b4f379330C6Ddd55a7 

Development 0x59084F5d2462b2CBc0d5Ea65377a30CE403c7d6c 

Scholarship 0x558B624De1d61379E0A131C7a9C6F6D9DcC14abE 

Burn 0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead 

Panckage Swap V2 LP  
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

TOKEN GITHUB ADDRESS 
You can find the development content on the following GitHub address; if you 
want to contribute, feel free to send a request. 

 

TOKEN TELEGRAM ADDRESS 
Our official Telegram Channel is the following. 
http://t.me/TresLechesCakeOfficial  

Our official Telegram Groups: 

1. https://t.me/TresLechesCakeOfficial_EN - Official English - Main Group 

2. https://t.me/TresLechesCakeOfficial_ES - Official Spanish 

3. https://t.me/TresLechesCakeOfficial_PT - Portuguese 

 

TOKEN DISCORD 
 https://discord.gg/ep29yETXFC 

 

TOKEN WEBSITE 
https://tresleches.finance  

 

TRES LECHES CAKE FAMILY RECIPE 
Tres Leches Cake History and Recipe, Whats Cooking America. 
https://whatscookingamerica.net/history/cakes/treslechescake.htm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://t.me/TresLechesCakeOfficial
https://t.me/TresLechesCakeOfficial_EN
https://t.me/TresLechesCakeOfficial_ES
https://t.me/TresLechesCakeOfficial_PT
https://discord.gg/ep29yETXFC
https://tresleches.finance/
https://whatscookingamerica.net/history/cakes/treslechescake.htm
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

TRES LECHES CAKE - PASTEL DE TRES LECHES -                            
THREE-MILK CAKE RECIPE: 

PREP TIME COOK TIME TOTAL TIME 

30 MINS 50 MINS 1HR 20 MINS 

 

 

This Tres Leches Cake recipe and photos were shared by Diane Rodiquez 
of Pleasanton, CA. Diane adapted this recipe from The Cocina Cubana 
Club (Pascual Perez and Sonia Martinez). 

• Course: Dessert 

• Cuisine: Mexican 

• Keyword: Three-Milk Cake Recipe, Tres Leches Cake History, and 
Recipe 

• Servings: 10 servings 

• Author: What's Cooking America 
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

INGREDIENTS 

Cake: 

 1 cup sugar (granulated), divided 
 Five large eggs, separated and room temperature 
 1/3 cup milk 
 1/2 teaspoon pure vanilla extract 
 1 cup flour (all-purpose), sifted 
 1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder 
 1/2 teaspoon cream of tartar 
 Three-Milks Syrup: 
 1 (12-ounce) can evaporated milk 
 1 cup sweetened condensed milk 
 1 cup heavy cream or whipping cream 
 One teaspoon pure vanilla extract 
 One tablespoon dark Cuban rum 
 Topping: 
 1 cup heavy whipping cream 
 Two tablespoons sugar (granulated) 
 1/2 teaspoon pure vanilla extract 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Tres-Leches Cake Instructions: 

• Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.  Generously butters a 13- x 9-inch baking 
dish. 

• Prepare the Cake Recipe.  While the cake is cooling, prepare the Three-
Milks Syrup. 

Once the cake is completely cooled, pierce the cake thoroughly (every 1/2 inch) 
with a long-tined fork (wiping fork occasionally to reduce sticking), taking care 
that you do not tear the cake up.  Place the cake (in the baking dish) on a rimmed 
baking sheet (this is to catch the syrup when it overflows).  Slowly pour the Three-
Milks Syrup over the top of the cake, spooning the overflow back on top until all 
the syrup is absorbed. 

Cover and refrigerate until ready to serve. When ready to serve, prepare the 
Topping Mixture.  Spread the prepared Topping over the top of the cake and 
serve immediately. 

Makes ten generous servings. 
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

TRES LECHES CAKE 

CAKE INSTRUCTIONS: 

In a large bowl of your electric mixer, beat 3/4 cup sugar and five egg yolks for 
approximately 5 minutes or until the yolks are pale yellow in color.  Gently stir or 
fold in the milk, vanilla extract, flour, and baking powder; set aside. 

In another clean bowl of your electric mixer, beat the five egg whites until soft 
peaks form, adding the cream of tartar after 20 seconds.  Gradually add the 
remaining 1/4 cup sugar and continue beating until the whites are glossy and 
firm but not dry.  Gently fold the egg white mixture into the egg yolk mixture.  
Pour the batter into the prepared baking dish. Check out How To Make Perfect 
Egg White Meringues. 

Bake, approximately 40 to 50 minutes or until a toothpick inserted in the center 
comes out clean.  Remove from oven and let the cake cool completely on a wire 
rack. 

Once the cake is completely cooled, pierce the cake thoroughly (every 1/2 inch) 
with a long-tined fork (wiping fork occasionally to reduce sticking), taking care 
that you don't tear the cake up.  Place the cake (in the baking dish) on a rimmed 
baking sheet (this is to catch the syrup when it overflows). 

 

THREE-MILKS SYRUP INSTRUCTIONS: 

In a large bowl, combine the evaporated milk, sweetened condensed milk, 
cream, vanilla extract, and rum, whisking until well blended. 

Slowly pour the syrup over the top of the cake, spooning the overflow back on 
top until all the syrup is absorbed. 

 

TOPPINGS INSTRUCTIONS: 

Beat the cream, sugar, and vanilla extract until stiff peaks form in a small mixing 
bowl. 
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

WHY PANCAKESWAP? 
There is no brainer here, and we are part of the food chain. So Pancakeswap was 
created to be a leader in Defi. So, we want to be part of that success, and we will 
make our Liquidity Pool in the Swap and lock it and burn it. 

 

WHAT IS PANCAKESWAP? 

PancakeSwap is a decentralized exchange on Binance Smart Chain, one of 
Ethereum's top competitors. 

Interestingly enough, the Binance Smart 
Chain blockchain is the creation of Binance, a 
centralized crypto exchange known for being 
the largest in the world. With PancakeSwap, 
Binance is competing against two distinct 
cryptocurrency establishments — Ethereum 
and Uniswap. 

The intrigue gets even deeper because 
PancakeSwap can outshine Binance itself if 
the exchange volume gets deep enough. 
However, cryptocurrency narratives aside, 
PancakeSwap is one of today's largest Defi 
protocols and one that needs explaining if 
you're new. 

This guide to PancakeSwap will teach you the basics of how the decentralized 
exchange and liquidity protocol work, along with how to use each to your 
advantage. 

After all, there are enough differences when comparing Uniswap to 
PancakeSwap that it's well worth understanding PancakeSwap's features. 
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

SCHOLARSHIP REQUIREMENTS 

• GPA 3.0 or Higher, if this is different in your country, feel free to explain why 
and what is your current academic achievement. 

• Proof that you deserve to be the Winner of the scholarship; show the 
community why and how you plan to change the feature by having a 
college education. 

• Current Sophomore or Junior. 

• A 650-word essay, the Topic will be chosen by the community and 
announced when the application process is ready to start. Check 
Roadmap Section. 

• Must be a Tres Leches Token Holder and always hold at least 1,000 tokens. 

• Must show proof of enrollment into a higher education institution. 

• Candidates must be willing to join a telegram channel to answer three 
questions from the community leads during the nomination process. 

We will open the nomination process on the website by submitting a form that 
will be made available. The community will choose Top 3 candidates to go into 
a final Interview process. During this interview, the community leads will ask the 
candidates three main questions. The community then will vote to choose their 
community winner and award the scholarship. 
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

WINNER ANNOUNCEMENT 
 

 

 

The Winner will be announced on our social media channels. After the Winner 
has been chosen, the Winner will have 30 days (about four and a half weeks) to 
present the evidence required for the award. 

The award will be paid in BNB to the Winner, and the transaction will be made 
available. Why not an official check? This is the cryptocurrency world. We want 
to encourage all the nominees to use these methods to pay for their college 
education. 

What is the maximum a winner can expect to win from the scholarship? 

These will all depend on the cryptocurrency market and the token market cap. 
The money will be taken out of the scholarship wallet and converted into BNB. 
We should see at least 1,000 in the scholarship wallet or an equivalent to 1Trillion 
tokens, and if the value of 1Trillion tokens is more, then we will award that total 
value to the Winner.  

What happens if the market cap is less than the desired amount? Then we as a 
community should contribute to make the first Winner of the scholarship a 
success. If everything fails, then the community leads will meet with the Chef 
and decide how to proceed. But rest assured that we will do our best to meet 
our goals. 
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

WHO IS THE TEAM? 
 

While I understand a lot of people need to follow leaders, our team will remain 
anonymous for security reasons.  

 

Executive Chef 

Auguste Gusteau 
 

Sous Chef 

Alfredo Linguini 
 

Pastry Chef 

Colette Tatou 
 

Community Leads 
TBD 

 

As you can see, the kitchen stars are not who build the token. They are who will 
lead the community to success, and do you know who that is? That person is you, 
the holders, the community, the scholarship winners. The change on people, the 
drive to be better, I hope you find this project an amazing opportunity to 
contribute and take it to the next level. 
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

BLOCKCHAIN AND EXCHANGES 
 

BINANCE 
Binance is our first Blockain, however we are looking to bridge or create the 
token on other Blockain and to list it on other Exchanges than Panckageswap.  

 

CARDANO BLOCKCHAIN 
Cardano Blockchain, we are going to list the token in the Cardano blockchain 
once the DeX is live. Token has been created on their Blockchain already. 

https://pool.pm/c089872446f88d702198a621014b44da0081a58d8d0096fbb4d1b
947.3LechesCake 

 

SOLANA BLOCKCHAIN 
We have deployed a unique Tres Leches Token to Solana with only 18 billion 
tokens, may add it to a DEX later on the year. We also created 1 NFT. 

https://solscan.io/token/ENJm611c5aM8Hur9f6oqvLyjU6PjyAA63Pxs8EZ4RrNo 

 

 

  

https://pool.pm/c089872446f88d702198a621014b44da0081a58d8d0096fbb4d1b947.3LechesCake
https://pool.pm/c089872446f88d702198a621014b44da0081a58d8d0096fbb4d1b947.3LechesCake
https://solscan.io/token/ENJm611c5aM8Hur9f6oqvLyjU6PjyAA63Pxs8EZ4RrNo
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TRES LECHES CAKE 

CONCLUSION 
 

Tres Leches Cake token is here to stay for a long time; it will become a token for 
the community to give back to a worthy cause. The current supply will make the 
token incredibly unique eventually and will help to build a better future. 

 

Finally, if you want to donate to our project, do it to the Scholarship Wallet. 

0x558B624De1d61379E0A131C7a9C6F6D9DcC14abE 

If you want to donate to the team, you can do it with the operations wallet. 

0xf4c8D34BF1dc879eAF0267f038E838898E914D9f 

 

Thank you for reading our Whitepaper, and see you in our social media groups. 

The Chef 
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